
Institutional  
Cooperation Projects 

Get inspired in Norway, Iceland or Liechtenstein and improve 
the quality of teaching in your school!

EEA Grants 2014-2021: Education



What is the project’s aim?
To strengthen internalisation and cooperation between the partner 
institutions and introduce new teaching methods that prepare students 
for the changing world around us 

What can you do in the project?
→  Innovate school curricula
→  Create new (joint) study programmes and courses
→  Prepare teaching materials or studies
→  Organize workshops and seminars in order to exchange experiences

and good practices with colleagues from abroad

What topic will you stand out with?
Democracy, active citizenship and inclusive education are the priority 
topics. Try to focus on equal treatment, respect for human rights, 
media literacy or civic engagement and get extra points in the selection 
process.

Is this project for you?
→  Pre-primary, primary and secondary schools and universities from

the Czech Republic can apply for the project
→  At least one institution from Norway, Iceland or Liechtenstein must

be the partner. Czech institutions can also participate in the project
→  Employees of the institutions participating in the project can take

part in the project activities

How long can the project be?
12 or 18 months 

What is the grant amount and what it can be 
used for?
→  You can get 20 000 – 150 000 EUR to finance the project,

co-financing is not required
→  It is possible to pay salaries and remuneration of employees,

working trips abroad, project promotion, goods and services
related to the project

EEA Grants 2014-2021: Education 
Institutional Cooperation Projects

When can you submit the application?
From October 15, 2021 to February 16, 2022.

www.dzs.cz/en/program/eea-grants/projects-and-grants 
e-mail: eeagrants@dzs.cz

How to do it:
Technical  
Secondary School,  
Most, Ecology squared
→ How to encourage students
to be more interested in
environmental protection?
The teachers at the secondary
school in Most, Czech
Republic, decided to focus on
this topic and teamed up with
two Norwegian organizations.
They plan to undertake couple
of workshops to exchange
their experiences with the
teaching of this complex issue.
The project will result in a set
of innovative methodological
materials which will be used
in the modernization of the
school’s curricula. The aim
is to involve the pupils in the
discussion and strengthen
their responsible approach
to the environment.
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